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NON-REGULAR TROOPS IN THE ERA OF DECLINE:
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF RUSSIAN COSSACKS AND
AUSTRIAN GRENZERS OF THE 1860s

Artyom Yu. PERETYATKO*
Teymur E. ZULFUGARZADE**
A bstract. Austrian historian A. Kappeler suggests that a detailed comparison o f Russian Cossack

troops and the Austrian Militargrenge (Military Frontier) will be extremely revealing. The paper
shows that such comparison was ventured as early as in 1860 by a Russian general, N. I. Krasnov.
He demonstrated that non-regular troops in a European state o f the nineteenth century were doomed
to extinction fo r economic reasons. Based on archival materials on Cossacks and Grengers in the
Russian State Military HistoricalArchive, State Archive o f the Rostov Region and the Manuscripts
Department at the National Library o f Russia, we show thatforecasts made by N. I. Krasnov were
substantiated. The result o f the paper is the conclusion that in the 1860s, non-regular troops o f the
classical type were doomed.
Keywords: Grengers, Cossacks, military reforms, settled troops, N. I. Krasnov.

Introduction
A Russian historian who endeavours to analyse the “similarity” of the
Cossack troops which once existed in their country and the Austrian
Militargrenze immediately finds themselves in a difficult situation. This
similarity was mentioned in Russian translations of German articles as early
as the middle of the nineteenth century,*1 and in the late twentieth century it
came into the sight of Russian scholars in Cossack studies.2 However,
Russian-language works, as a rule, stopped at an acknowledgement of some
abstract commonality.
The reason behind this situation is the fact that the history of the
Militargrenze has so far remained a kind of terra incognita for Russian readers:
a sphere of historiographical myths and specific half-truths. Even if they
know of Grenzers, their knowledge is usually limited to the idea o f them as
excellent natural warriors who have a thirst for battles, owed their full
allegiance to their country and for many centuries were guards on the
European border against the Ottoman Turks. This image, as can be easily
* International Network Center for Fundamental and Applied Research, Washington, United
States of America; Volgograd State University, Volgograd, Russian Federation; e-mail:
ArtPeretatko@yandex.ru.
** Russian Economic University named after G. V. Plekhanov, Moscow, Russian Federation;
e-mail: teymurz@yandex.ru.
1 Wickede 1859, p. 677.
2 Kagachii Don 1995, p. 25-33.
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seen, is very close to that of another class of excellent warriors —the Russian
Cossacks. However, the point is that the notion of said similarity was
cultivated from the very beginning under the influence of people who were
hardly aware of the situation in the border regiments, and whose judgments
were grounded on extremely limited information. For example, one of the
few modern Russian historians who were specifically engaged in the study of
the past of the Militargrenze, Yu. V. Kostyashov, quotes two very interesting
views on Grenzers which were expressed by Russian diplomats in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It was then, as early as in 1697-1698,
that a Russian stolnik (a court office in Muscovy, responsible for serving the
royal table), P. A. Tolstoy, was perhaps the first one to suggest the similarity
of the people living on the Militargrenze (more precisely, of Serbs who
migrated to the area) with Cossacks. In his diary, he wrote: “Those Serbs are
military people, similar in all aspects to the Don Cossacks [italics added by authors],
they all speak the Slavic language. [...] They are very friendly and respectful to
the Muscovite people.”3 The Russian diplomat and statesman proved to be
very sagacious, because he managed to notice the similarity between the
military settlers of the two neighbouring states in a brief trip across the
possessions of the Republic of Venice in the Balkans. However, the brevity
of this trip makes us doubt the absolute accuracy of the conclusions reached
by P. A. Tolstoy. The testimony of another Russian diplomat, Ambassador
to Vienna, L. Lanchinsky, looks even less credible. In 1747, Lanchinsky
informed Empress Elizaveta Petrovna of the opinion voiced by Austrian
Field Marshal Hildburghausen concerning the “Croats”4 that were part of the
border regiments:
He greatly praised the nation, especially the fact that from the very start of his
command, not a single person deserted for the enemy, and those who still
went away left for their homes and villages, but did not disappear. The people
are healthy and good marchers.5
Besides the fact that the diplomat might have distorted the considerations of
the foreign officer during translation, the officer himself never saw Grenzers
in battle and grounded his account of them exclusively on their behaviour on
the march. However, Yu. V. Kostyashov relies on these two opinions of the
Russian officials, who openly sympathise with the “Slav brethren,” without
reservation, in contrast to official Austrian documents that pictured the
Militargrenze in much less heroic colours. The allegations that they contained
saying that in peacetime Grenzers “idly sat at home,” and that in wartime 345
3 Kostyashov 1997a, p. 141.
4 Croats traditionally refer to Grenzer units of the mid-eighteenth century in the Russian
historiography.
5 Kostyashov 1997a, p. 140.
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there were situations when they “flew back home in droves,” are attributed
by the modern Russian historian solely to the hostile attitudes of Croatian
and Hungarian officials towards Serbian Grenzers.6
We do not mean that the soldiers of the border regiments were bad
warriors, or that their comparison with Russian Cossacks is based on false
assumptions. However, the image of the Grenzers as ideal border guards,
committed to the Slavic traditions and incapable of desertion, which was
created by Russian travellers and diplomats who were only vaguely aware of
the real situation on the Militargrenze, is just as comical and divorced from
reality as the image of the stereotypical Cossack in the eyes of Europeans.
Here is how the most brilliant Austrian historian A. Kappeler ironically
describes this image:
Cossacks —this concept conveys the idea of wild Asian mounted hordes in
the service of Russia, consisting of valiant and cruel horsemen, swinging with
whips, peaks or sabres, having moustaches, wearing colourful gorgeous
uniforms and bizarre fur headgear or scalp locks on their heads.7
A person who knows well the history of the Cossacks, with its complexities,
contradictions and tragic episodes, cannot seriously take such a string of
cliches. But can a person who knows the history of the Militargrenze seriously
take the image developed by many Russian historians?
Meanwhile, this idealised image is maintained not only in the works of
Yu. V. Kostyashov. For example, T. N. Kandaurova, to characterise the
combat efficiency of border regiments, cites only two extremely
complementary pieces of evidence provided by foreign contemporaries
(although not Russians): a researcher of Serbian history, F. Taube, who called
the Militargrenze “the greatest jewel of the House of Austria,” and the
Napoleonic marshal Auguste de Marmont, who claimed that Grenzers “give
the Austrian Empire a seventy-thousand-strong army, prepared for w ar at any
time, and which costs it almost nothing in peacetime.” Her representation of
the life led by the Grenzers has no place in it for any serious problems as the
researcher writes only about the positive aspects o f the existence of the
Militargrenze.8 Additionally, T. N. Kandaurova considers border regiments
to be stable entities that underwent little change over time,9 based, by the way,
on the words of Yu. V. Kostyashov that although “before the nineteenth
century, at least 30 attempts were made to improve the Grenzer system, [...]
its essence remained unchanged.”10 And as a result the history of the678910
6 Kostyashov 1997b, p. 89.
7 Kappeler 2014, p. 10.
8 Kandaurova 2010, p. 87-95.
9 Ibid., p. 92.
10 Kostyashov 1997a, p. 144.
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Grenzers is written on the basis of their actions in their most successful time
periods: Yu. V. Kostyashov, in particular, is an expert in the history of the
Serbs of the eighteenth century, and even published a monograph on this
subject,11 but unfortunately, in his papers, he extends the features of the
service of the Grenzers of this time to the next century as w ell.12
As a consequence, the image of the border regiments of the 1860s
presented in the works of these two authors is very far from what a Russian
military agent in Vienna, F. F. Tornau, described in his reports to Saint
Petersburg, or from what the Russian consul in Rijeka, L. V. Berezin,
witnessed. For example, Yu. V. Kostyashov believes that the “days of the
former military service” are remembered as a golden age by Grenzers who
did not really need liberal reforms.13 T. N. Kandaurova characterises the
Militargrenze of the mid-nineteenth century as being “not only a military and
agricultural area, but also as an industrial and trading region,” which
additionally fulfilled “certain socio-cultural functions, including the one of
forging the educational space and cultural potential of the Austrian
territories.”14 O f course, there are also much more objective works in modern
Russian historiography, describing a very mixed picture on the Militargrenze
in this period. We would highlight the texts by V. I. Freidzon15 and A. M.
Dronov,16 but with the one reservation that they are unlikely to be of
particular interest to the Serbian or Croatian reader, since their basis is mainly
built on the retelling of Yugoslav authors. However, such works are scarce,
and information on the Grenzers is diverse and inaccurate. In the end, a
historian of Russian Cossacks trying to compare Cossack troops and the
Militargrenze, as a rule, compares real Cossacks to a mythologised and
idealised image of the Grenzers.
It is not surprising that the outcome usually fails to meet with
expectations: indeed, major historians of the Don Cossackdom, such as A. P.
Skorik and R. G. Tikidzhyan, when undertaking to determine the role of the
“Cossack phenomenon in the history of humanity,” committed a number of
glaring errors in their attempts to compare the Don Host and the
Militargrenze. According to these authors, Grenzers fought not only against
Ottomans, but also against the Austrian Empire, and the fact that they had
no patron-power “did not contribute to the survival of large permanent
settlements and townships, excluded the possibility of maintaining a peaceful
economy and securing controlled territories for them.” Moreover, the
11 Kostyashov 1997b.
12 Kostyashov 1997a, p. 140-145.
13 Ibid., p. 144.
14 Kandaurova 2010, p. 94-95.
15 Freidzon 1963; Freidzon 2001.
16 Dronov 2016.
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disappearance of the Militargrenze is allegedly caused, among other reasons,
by “the forming and strengthening power of the Austrian Empire!”17 It is
obvious that the authors, who never specifically dealt with the history of the
border regiments, too literally understood the historiographical myth of the
Habsburg yoke over southern Slavs, and the violent struggle of the Grenzers
against this yoke.
So why, despite all the above, not only do we venture to compare
Russian Cossack troops and the Austrian Militargrenze, but also to publish
our paper in an international journal? The answer is that we in principle
consider a comparative study of the histories of Cossacks and Grenzers to be
a very promising project. And we are not alone in holding this opinion. A.
Kappeler, mentioned above, repeatedly points to specific examples of
“striking similarity” between these two military classes in his recently
published monograph Kayachestvo. Istoriya i legendy. He believes that both
Russian Cossack troops and the Militargrenze were “special social and
political structures with their own privileges, greater freedoms and frontier
mentality, differing from the prevailing mass of unfree peasants within the
country.” Summing up the discussion on this subject, the distinguished
Austrian historian predicts that “a detailed comparison [of Cossacks and
Grenzers —authors’ note], certainly, can further elucidate the phenomenon
of the border communities in general and the history of Cossacks in
particular.”18 However, it seems to us that to accomplish such a “detailed
comparison,” the researcher should have a good command of the factual
material both on the history of Cossack troops and that of the Militargrenze.
We do not claim the role of such researchers, but in the course of our
exploration into the history of the Don Cossackdom, we decided that
comparing the processes that took place in the 1860s in the Don Host and in
the border regiments would have a visionary effect. This idea was prompted
by the works of another major modern Cossack scholar, A. A. Volvenko. In
one of his papers, the Russian researcher writes that in the early 1860s, when
the Russian Ministry of W ar made preparations to launch serious changes in
the Cossack troops,
[...] the military agent in Vienna, Baron F. F. Tornau, was instructed to collect
information on the policy of the Austro-Hungarian Empire to gradually
transfer the entire population of the so-called “Militargrenze,” whose position
was akin to that of Cossacks, from the class subject to military service to the
civilian status.19
In another text, the historian expresses the thought even more clearly:1789
17 Kagachii Don 1995, p. 25-33.
18 Kappeler 2014, p. 83.
19 Volvenko 2007, p. 47-56.
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[...] the determination shown by the military authority in its undertaking to
transform the Cossackdom was empowered, among many circumstances, by
the experience of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in reorganising the so-called
“Militargrenze” on its outskirts.20
The assertion that the reforms of the border regiments in the early 1860s in
a sense served as a prototype for later changes in the Cossack troops seemed
sensational to us without exaggeration, and after reading the works of A. A.
Volvenko we were eager to read both the reports of F. F. Tornau, devoted to
the reforms of the Militargrenze, and the documents of the Non-Regular
Troops Authority21 which had provided foundation for Volvenko’s bold
statement.
However, the very first look at the archival materials was enough to
understand that yet another Russian historian had been deluded by the lack
of a deep knowledge of the past of the border regiments and inadequate
attention to the sources dedicated to them. F. F. Tornau wrote with absolute
straightforwardness that the transfer of Grenzers into the civilian status was
started on 8 June 1871.22 His reports of the 1860s mentioned only an abstract
desire felt by a part of the Austrian generals to demilitarise the Militargrenze,23
and there is no documented evidence that information on this desire, which
was not even supported by specific transformation plans, had any noticeable
effect on the policy of the Russian Ministry of W ar in relation to the Cossack
troops.
We can only speak with confidence of one careful reader of the reports
sent by F. F. Tornau. The reader held a modest position as an officer for
special assignments under the Head of the Non-Regular Troops Authority.24
However, Nikolai Krasnov had a brilliant military and scientific career before
him: he was to become Lieutenant-General, the largest Don statistician of the
second half of the nineteenth century, and a delegate at the statistical congress
in Pest, where he represented the whole of Russia.25 By the middle of the
1860s, N. I. Krasnov was acknowledged as the author of the first two
published historical and statistical descriptions of the Don Host Oblast —
Materialy dlya geografii i statistiki Rossii, sobrannye ofitserami Generalnogo Shtaba.
Zemlya voyska Donskogo.26 During these years, the young officer was an active
participant in discussions on the future of the Cossacks, and over time he2013456
20 Volvenko 2014b, p. 382.
21 A body under the Ministry of War of the Russian Empire between 1857 and 1867,
responsible for the management of Cossack troops.
22 RSMHA, fund 428, opis 1, delo 112, leafs 47-48.
23 Ibid., fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leafs 40-47.
24 Spisok 1891, p. 445.
25 Korolev 1991, p. 234-244.
26 Krasnov 1864.
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came to the conclusion that reforms in the Russian Cossack army should be
planned, guided by immediate needs but also based on long-term trends in
the evolution of non-regular troops across the world. And the task, entrusted
to him by his management, to calculate the ratio of spend on the regular units
to that on the units of the Orenburg Cossack Host,27 became a driver that
inspired the Don statistician to create a study unique to the Russian literature,
a study into the financial performance of the non-regular system, using both
data on the Cossack troops and on the Militargrenze.
We are now working on the publication of this work by N. I. Krasnov,
entitled by the author Soobragbeniya o tom, vygodna li dlya gosudarstva v finansovom
otnoshenii sistema vystavleniya irregulyarnykh voisk ot osobykh naselenii,
p o l’guyushchikhsya ga otbyvanie etoi voinskoi povinnosti I’g otam i i privilegiyami.28
Therefore, in this paper, it is significant to only elaborate on the most
important conclusion made by the officer of the Ministry of War. By
employing specific examples, he insisted that for the two Eastern European
powers, the Russian and Austrian empires, the time had long past when
military settlers brought benefits for the state treasury. This Russian and
Austrian experience allowed N. I. Krasnov to formulate the following general
conclusion: “along with the growing rural and urban industries and trade in
the country, which contribute annually to the sources of state revenues, the
opinion regarding the relative cheapness of settled troops is weakening.”29
Our view is that the work of the Don statistician, which for the first time
contained a detailed analysis of economic issues equally relevant to the
Militargrenze and Russian Cossack Host, rather than an abstract reference to
a certain “similarity” between Cossacks and Grenzers, revolutionised the
Russian literature. Its publication in the 1860s could have effectively
stimulated the interest of Russian military officials and Cossack public figures
in the system of border regiments, by demonstrating that the Austrian
practice could really be leveraged in the preparation of reforms for Cossack
troops.
Alas, this did not happen. A. A. Volvenko suggested that the text of N.
I. Krasnov was at least made known to the management of the military
authority, which positively assessed the ideas contained in it.30 However, our
archival search as it progressed in the Russian State Military Historical
Archive did not discover any evidence of this (RSMHA). On the contrary,
the final copy of the manuscript by the officer of the Non-Regular Troops
Authority, containing gross errors in some calculations, which were never278930
27 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leaf 1.
28 Peretyatko 2016a; Peretyatko 2017b.
29 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leaf 117r.-v.
30 Volvenko 2007, p. 47-56.
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corrected,31 was filed away in the archives with numerous accompanying
documents on its creation, but without any papers confirming that it was read
by senior officials at the Ministry of War. We believe that by 1867, when the
Don statistician had completed his treatise, the statements that it contained
were perceived as too bold and radical to his direct supervisors, and they
preferred to literally hand the revolutionary study over for perpetual storage
without attempting to put it into practice.32
However, after the rediscovery of S oobragbeniya o tom, vygodna li dlya
gosudarstva vftnansovom otnoshenii sistema vystavleniya irregulyarnykh voisk ot osobykh
naselenii, p o l’guyushchikhsya ga otbyvanie etoi voinskoipovinnosti lgotam i i privilegiyami
by N. I. Krasnov and its partial publication, it is clear now that long before
A. Kappeler, the leading statistician and expert on the history of the Don,
one of the first true Cossack scholars, not only called for a “detailed
comparison” of Cossacks and Grenzers, but also tried to conduct this
comparison independently, albeit looking only at the economic aspects that
were close to him. And it does not matter that the statement of A. A.
Volvenko —that as the Ministry of W ar implemented its reforms of Cossack
society in the 1860s it relied on some experience of a similar transformation
of border regiments —turned out to be another historiographical myth. We
can see a high potential in further development and logical completion of the
research started by N. I. Krasnov by continuing the comparison of Cossack
troops and the Militargrenze in the decade under review.

Materials and methods
Luckily, it was the period of the Grenzers’ history that is of interest to us that
was well reflected in the materials of the RSMHA archives. F. F. Tornau was
one of the most prolific Russian military agents in Vienna, and many of his
reports and communications paid some attention to the Militargrenze.33
Additionally, in the late 1860s, B. Katalinich, a Grenzer officer and
adventurer who had planned to spark the anti-Habsburg uprising in the
Balkans, emigrated to Russia. The Russian Ministry of W ar did not entertain
any specific hopes in relation to him —either it really considered it possible
to orchestrate such insurgency or it used B. Katalinich as a source of
information on the Austrian army.34 The fruits of the labour of the Austrian
adventurer included a series of remarkable texts which contained clearly
exaggerated information on the hatred felt by southern Slavs against the
Austrian Empire along with descriptions of specific details in the organisation
31 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leaf 155.
32 Peretyatko 2017c, p. 13-16.
33 RSMHA, fund 428, opis 1, delo 104; RSMHA, fund 428, opis 1, delo 112.
34 Nigalatiy 2007, p. 148-161.
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of border regiments.35 Unfortunately, the materials by F. F. Tornau and B.
Katalinich have not yet been employed by Russian researchers of the
Militargrenze, although specialists in Cossack studies and historians of Pan
Slavism respectively are partially familiar with them. Therefore, before
proceeding to compare Cossacks and Grenzers, we tried to systematise these
texts by publishing a series of papers covering Russian archival materials on
the history of border regiments.36 We believe that even Croatian and Serbian
authors may find it important to know the information reported by F. F.
Tornau on the sentiments of the Austrian generals, or be introduced to the
history of relations between the Russian Ministry of W ar and Croatian
politicians, mediated by B. Katalinich.
O f course, sources dedicated to the Cossack history of the 1860s have
a more complete representation in the Russian archives. RSMHA preserved
thousands of files created in the course of correspondence between army
administrations and the Ministry of W ar and as a result of administrative
activities accomplished by officials in the imperial government. This
collection comprises not only the above manuscript by N. I. Krasnov, but
also projects for the updated organisation of Cossack troops.37 The State
Archive of the Rostov Region (SARR) houses materials of the Don
commissions and committees,38 unpublished manuscripts by local figures39
which illustrate clearly the sentiments in Cossack society. Finally, the
Manuscripts Department at the National Library of Russia (MDRLN) stores
a very diverse and varied array of documents on the economic situation of
Cossacks collected by a prominent army official, N.A. Maslakovets.40 The
archival materials are supported by numerous published texts —statistical
accounts and memoirs —whose authors were contemporaries of the turbulent
1860s in the Cossack troops. The most complete description of the situation
in the largest of these troops, the Don Host, was provided by N. I. Krasnov
in the above two books, but due regard should also be paid to texts by A. A.
Karasev,41 V. D. Novitsky,42 I. I. Krasnov43 and others. As for works created
by modern researchers, the second half of the nineteenth century drew

35 RSMHA, fund 428, opis 1, delo 108; RSMHA, fund 430, opis 1, delo 7.
36 Peretyatko 2016b; Peretyatko 2016c; Peretyatko 2017d.
37 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 1, delo 8; RSMHA, fund 330, opis 1, delo 17; RSMHA, fund 330,
opis 1, delo 23.
38 SARR, fund 55, opis 1, delo 240; SARR, fund 55, opis 1, delo 70.
39 SARR, fund 55, opis 1, delo 34.
40 MDRNL, fund 1055, delo 24; MDRNL, fund 1055, delo 104.
41 Karasev 1896; Karasev 1900.
42 Novitsky 1991.
43 Krasnov 1862; I. K. 1865.
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relatively little attention from historians of Cossacks until recent decades.44
Nevertheless, we should note the valuable, relatively recently published books
by A. P. Skorik,45 A. N. Malukalo,46 R. G. Tikidzhyan47 and, especially, by A.
A. Volvenko48 which review this period.
The basis for our study will be provided by the historical and
comparative method. However, to compare the situation in the Cossack
troops and the Militargrenze, it is first necessary to reconstruct this situation,
and often such a reconstruction has to be built on highly subjective sources.
For this reason, we will also actively apply the method of historical
reconstruction and the historical and biographical method.

Discussions
As we wrote above, N. I. Krasnov, after he collated information on Russian
Cossacks and Austrian Grenzers, arrived at the conclusion that both these
classes of military settlers experienced similar economic problems.
Unfortunately, the Don statistician did not always clearly formulate his
thoughts, and his contemporaries had already stressed this fact. M. Ye.
Saltykov-Shchedrin called N. I. Krasnov a “lay writer,” an “awkward” user of
words.49 For this reason, his Soobragbeniya o tom, vygodna li dlya gosudarstva v
finansovom otnoshenii sistema vystavleniya irregulyarnykh voisk ot osobykh naselenii,
p o l’guyushchikhsya ga otbyvanie etoi voinskoipovinnosti lgotam i iprivilegiyam i makes
it sometimes difficult to decipher what the author considers to be the most
important points, and what he supplies only as additional comments, what
conclusions are only applicable to Russian Cossacks, and which ones are
applicable to all settled troops. One of our research efforts aimed to isolate
the core o f the arguments put by the Russian officer, and compile a brief
enumeration of the factors that, in his opinion, doomed non-regular troops
to extinction in a developed European state of the nineteenth century.
However, for the reasons mentioned above, this list is only an approximate
description.
1)
Let us repeat once the view of N. I. Krasnov that non-regular troops
would be led to an unhappy fate not by military factors, but by economic
ones. Moreover, to simplify his analysis, he completely excluded the military
component from his reasoning.50 According to the Don statistician, the
privileges granted to both Grenzers and Cossacks were “tremendous,” and
44 Chuikov et al. 2016.
45 Skorik 2015.
46 Malukalo 2003.
47 Tikidzhyan 2013.
48 Volvenko 2017.
49 Saltykov-Shchedrin 1864.
50 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leaf 117v.
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giving them to a part of the population “only caused the state treasury to
incur expenses” even if the non-regular units were equipped and partially paid
at their own expense.51
2) On the other hand, the vision of the Russian officer shared some
common points with modern authors who consider Cossacks and Grenzers
as peculiar “border communities.” N. I. Krasnov wrote that Russian
Cossacks were an efficient structure, while “Russia was surrounded by wild
and nomadic hordes,” and “Cossacks repelled raids of nomadic peoples and
at the same time were the first colonisers in our border areas.”52 However, by
the 1860s, these times were long gone, and “with the elimination of Russia’s
border enemies, special provisions of the government designed to protect the
borders o f the empire, which mainly mean to found military settlements,
known under the name o f Cossacks, become out o f place from year to
year.”53 The statistician also cited a similar opinion of some of the Austrian
generals, retold by F. F. Tornau, which argued that the Militargrenze should
be abolished because “the reasons that prompted for it to be given a military
organisation no longer existed.”54
3) Why did it become impractical to keep the non-regular organisation
of troops? N. I. Krasnov managed to formulate a very clear and almost
aphoristic answer: “The general conscription of a certain population prevents
it from developing rural and urban industries, invest its capital for trade
enterprises and generally follow the path of citizenship.”55 Both on the
Militargrenze and in Cossack troops of the Russian Empire, an outside
observer could easily see the consequences o f this duty: although the
statement o f the Don officer that “Cossack territories,” allegedly, were
“barely able to feed the population and brought no income to the state
budget,”56 was an obvious exaggeration, the economic potential of these
territories in the 1860s was, without doubt, utilised inadequately.57 In the
border regiments, the situation was even more transparent. All sources fully
correspond to the statement of F. F. Tornau, which stated that in them “a
considerable portion of land was uncultivated, and the sources of well-being
offered by this fertile area brought the most insignificant benefits.”58
4) Proceeding from all the above, the officer of the Central Non
Regular Troops Authority considered both the Cossacks and Grenzers to be
51 Ibid., leafs 119r.-v.
52 Ibid., leaf 122.
53 Ibid., leaf 115.
54 Ibid., leaf 41v.
55 Ibid., leaf 121v.
56 Ibid., leafs 116v.-117.
57 Peretyatko 2017a.
58 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leaf 40.
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doomed from the historical perspective. Transferring them to a civilian status
seemed to him a logical step which would be followed by many positive
changes. “If exempted from conscription, they [Cossacks] would focus their
work efforts and money on industry, improve their material well-being and,
therefore, contribute new resources to the productive forces of the state.”59
In support of his idea, N. I. Krasnov cited the account of F. F. Tornau of the
views maintained by the group of Austrian generals whose members expected
from the demilitarisation of the Militargrenze “the financial benefits that were
to be returned to the state following the colonisation of empty border lands
and their free exploitation.”60 Following his line of reasoning, the Don
statistician came to the following formulation which, while applied to Russian
Cossacks, could also be extended to all non-regular troops:
[...] when the Cossack military population is maintained in place of regular
troops, the state treasury is to incur losses due to receiving less profits from a
certain population, and the material well-being of Cossacks themselves is far
inferior to what could develop from the application of free labour to fertile
lands.61
N. I. Krasnov was a bright and emotional personality who was not always apt
to perceive reality in an objective way. His Soobragbeniya o tom, vygodna li dlya
gosudarstva vftnansovom otnoshenii sistema vystavleniya irregulyarnykh voisk ot osobykh
naselenii, p o l’guyushchikhsya ga otbyvanie etoi voinskoipovinnosti lgotam i i privilegiyami
were written in the context of the party struggle, and contain numerous
distortions and inaccuracies. However, they can only be detected in the part
where the Don author touched on the burning issue that concerned him —
the issue of the forthcoming reforms of Cossack troops. While the practical
part of his text, where he predicted an immediate and almost magical result
from the transferring of Cossack troops to a civilian class (N. I. Krasnov
promised multimillion profits to the government in the first years of the
reform alone),62 seems doubtful to us, the theoretical arguments of the
Russian officer appear to be convincing, supported by the history of the
further development of the Cossacks and Grenzers.
We think it is necessary to add another essential detail to them which
N. I. Krasnov did not mention. In the second half of the nineteenth century,
the developing military arts featured increasingly tougher requirements for
soldiering equipment and accordingly continuously rising accoutrement
prices. Meanwhile, the Militargrenze were already living in extreme poverty
by the 1860s. The Russian consul in Rijeka, L. V. Berezin, wrote with 596012
59 Ibid., leaf 123.
60 Ibid., leaf 43v.
61 Ibid., leafs 121v.-122.
62 Ibid., leaf 148v., 155v.
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sympathy about the poverty of the Grenzers and linked it, by the way, as did
F. F. Tornau and N. I. Krasnov, with the “local military management system,”
which discouraged Grenzers from any engagement in agriculture.63 B.
Katalinich went even further, complaining to the Russian Ministry of W ar of
frequent hunger in the border regiments, the ruin of 44,000 farms after the
w ar of 1848-1849 and a double burden from the military and taxes that fell
on each Grenzer.64 Grenzers’ discontent with their destitute situation was
reflected in the demand of their representatives at the Zagreb Sabor in 1861
that the Militargrenze should be demilitarised precisely because of its
poverty.65 And it is extremely doubtful that border regiments would be able
to adapt to the growing equipment prices without bringing a significant part
of the farms to complete and unconditional ruin.
In any case, for the much wealthier Don Host, it was this price rise that
became a fatal challenge, one which could not be handled until 1917. Until
1860, Don regiments were, quoting S. F. Nomikosov, a well-known local
historian, a “quite non-regular army,” one “that has many weaknesses.”66 N.
I. Krasnov expressed this idea in a much more clear way, showing what hides
behind such euphemistic wording:
The weapons are poor with a half being almost useless, the outfit is poor, and
many horses are only fit for the harrow, and are often taken out of the harrow
for the tsar’s servant, who in a few months will have to attack on this
miserable gelding.
The Don statistician did not conceal the fact that many Cossacks chose
cheaper equipment and horses to save money.67 And the Ministry of War
reacted to the degrading combat efficiency of Cossack regiments, caused by
the low equipment quality, with harsher control over accoutrements. Between
1860 and 1890, the government continuously introduced measures, which
were increasingly severe and demonstrative, to achieve this goal. In 1899, a
delegate from the Khopersky district in one of the local commissions, V. Ya.
Biryukov, complained that the officers who were assigned to monitor the
serviceability of the equipment used by the privileged regiments68 punished
the guilty with several week arrests for the slightest defects in their saddle
packs, but his complaint was not supported by the authorities: on the
contrary, the actions of the officers were recognised as the only appropriate
ones.69
63 Berezin 1879, p. 348-349.
64 RSMHA, fund 428, opis 1, delo 108, leafs 38-77.
65 Freidzon 2001, p. 144-145.
66 Nomikosov 1884, p. 340.
67 Krasnov 1864, p. 228.
68 Refers to reserve regiments formed of Cossacks who served their term in the army.
69 Maslakovets 1899, p. 5.
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And in this changed environment, Cossacks could not use cheap lowquality equipment and could not use the clothes and weapons of their fathers
and brothers: each Cossack needed new accoutrements complying with all
requirements of the Ministry of W ar before starting their service. While in
1860, according to the government’s official data, a complete set of Cossack
accoutrements excluding a horse70 cost 33 roubles 38 % kopecks,71 by the
1880s, the price reached 90 roubles 58 kopecks!72 In reality, however, this
growth was somewhat less significant because Cossacks purchased their
equipment and trappings from retailers until 1878, which was much more
costly as compared with official procurement prices.73 That is why, in
practice, a complete set of accoutrements already cost 83 roubles 55 kopecks
in the 1860s,74 the price growing, by the 1880s, to 120 roubles 88 kopecks
thanks to the introduction of centralised procurement practices from
commission agents.75 However, the backlash produced by this economy was
too heavy: Cossacks were forced to buy all accoutrements in one go without
the possibility of breaking the payment into several parts or utilising articles
made at home. As a result, delegates from the village communities even
appealed for a return to previous practices, despite the inevitable rise in
prices, because the one-time payment of such a huge amount was, by the
standards of the average household, too “unprofitable for the budget.”76
Thus, in just two decades, from 1860 to 1880, according to official data, the
price of Cossack accoutrements tripled, and even if in practice it rose by
“only” one and a half times, the growth came together with a very
disadvantageous change in the procurement system for private owners.
Every year Cossack accoutrements became increasingly expensive,
while Cossack land plots, on the contrary, gradually reduced in size due to
natural population growth. Already in the 1860s, deputies began raising the
issue of land shortage.77 In the same decade, another work by N. I. Krasnov
noted that despite the apparent prosperity of Cossack households, the
number of people who could not pay for their equipment grew every year,
and this trend was sooner or later to reach dangerous proportions.78 And the
Don statistician was proved to be right. Already in the mobilisation of the
70 We do not consider the growing prices for horses on the Don, since it was primarily
provoked by a local factor —the worst crisis in horse breeding in stanitsas.
71 Krasnov 1864, p. 231.
72 Protokoly 1899, p. 33.
73 Ibid., p. 36.
74 Krasnov 1864, p. 235.
75 Protokoly 1899, p. 33.
76 Ibid., p. 36.
77 SARR, fund 55, opis 1, delo 240, leafs 12-15.
78 Krasnov 1864, p. 236.
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Don Host before the Russian-Turkish W ar of 1877-1878, the government
had to go to enormous expense to ensure the purchase of the necessary
equipment for the Cossacks.79 According to archival sources, financial aid
was needed for one in thirty eight people of the 45,000 Cossacks mobilised.80
It may seem that this percentage of insolvent Cossacks was insignificant, but
nothing of the kind was recorded in the previous mobilisations of the Don
Host, and Ataman N. I. Krasnokutsky considered this to be a very disturbing
sign.81 But the Ministry of W ar took almost no steps, limiting them to the
extremely unfortunate proposal to introduce the purchase of accoutrements
by Cossacks from commission agents. And finally, by the early twentieth
century, the actual costs for a Cossack to purchase a horse and accoutrements
reached 300 roubles, and government aid was necessary for one in six
Cossacks!82
By the start of the twentieth century, the ruin of Cossacks, caused by
the unbearable hardships of military service, swept the Don, just half a
century later than the Militargrenze suffered a similar fate. While surrounding
governorates, despite their own problems, became wealthier over time, the
Don Host Oblast faced poverty. In 1899, even opponents of the privileges
granted to Don Cossacks agreed with a deputy from the Khopersky district
nobility, P. G. Mordvintsev, who wrote: “While in 1870, the Host
administration would have seemed unlucky to find a poor family among
prosperous households, in twenty years they will be even less likely, perhaps,
to find any wealthy Cossack lost among the poor ones.”83 The Ministry of
W ar had to agree to an unparalleled and unprecedented measure by beginning
to pay an allowance of 100 roubles to each Cossack who served in the
military.84 Meanwhile, only 25 years previously, in 1875, the Minister of War,
D. A. Milyutin, had vehemently opposed the introduction of such benefits,
arguing that “the current order of serving in the military” “stood fast until
each Cossack considered it unprofitable and reprehensible to equip himself
for military service at someone else’s expense.” For this reason, according to
the Minister, introducing financial support to impoverished Cossacks to buy
accoutrements would be a clear step towards the abolition of the existing
system of Cossack troops.85 However, by 1899, the government no longer
had a choice. A. A. Chigrintsev, the Prosecutor of Novocherkassk, described
the situation that had developed by that time in Cossack villages: “In
79 Nomikosov 1884, p. 349.
80 MDRNL, fund 1055, delo 24, leaf 13v.
81 SARR, fund 46, opis 1, delo 1434, leafs 1-2.
82 MDRNL, fund 1055, delo 24, leafs 12v.-14.
83 Ibid., leaf 8r.-v.
84 Krasnov 1909, p. 484.
85 MDRNL, fund 1055, delo 65, leaf 11v.
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peacetime, general conscription completely ruins Cossacks and puts their
families in extremely difficult conditions.” Analysing the situation in some
Cossack families, he came to the conclusion that buying accoutrements for
the service ruined them permanently and drove them into such a plight that
they hardly had any possible ways out.86
So, by the mid-nineteenth century, non-regular troops of the classical
type, such as Russian Cossacks and Austrian Grenzers, were doomed. No
military successes and combat effectiveness could save them as the gravest
danger came from entirely the other side, from the exceptional economic
inefficiency. Even if the government agreed to tolerate a backlog in the
development of rich and fertile areas, the people living there themselves could
not fully perform their former functions —the accoutrements for the military
service became too costly and it was too difficult for an ordinary family to
earn such money, and even the earlier, most successful Don Host began to
drift into abject poverty by the 1890s. And the Militargrenze, which was
already impoverished by the 1860s in our opinion, had no alternatives at all
because the independent purchase of high-quality accoutrements would
quickly become impossible for the Grenzers. Both the Russian and Austrian
w ar ministries generally understood this situation. F. F. Tornau wrote as early
as 1864 that:
The Austrian government understands the losses it incurs in the
Militargrenze, but hesitates over what measures to adopt that can remedy
them. [...] The inability to attract new settlers to the border who are willing
to assume the military service duties of Grenzers, the inconvenience of
creating a new class of commoners near the existing population who are not
part of the general system, and the desire to preserve the military
establishment which it raised with great care over one and a half centuries
have put it in this case in a most difficult situation.87
In Russia, D. A. Milyutin put it in an even more definite way: “The Ministry
should not forget that Cossack territories are not military camps, but parts of
the state that have the full right to enjoy the benefits of civil and economic
development, along with other parts of the Empire.”88
However, before proceeding to the analysis of the solutions for the
emerging crisis which were proposed for Cossack troops and the
Militargrenze in the 1860s, we would like to provide a brief review of some
of the non-economic problems faced by both the Cossacks and Grenzers in
this decade. The most essential problem was the combat degradation of
Grenzer and Cossack regiments, which clearly manifested itself in the armed 867
86 Ibid., delo 24, leafs 12v.-13.
87 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leafs 40-41.
88 Milyutin 1999, p. 262-263.
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conflicts of the 1850s. F. F. Tornau in his memoirs gave a very negative
assessment of the combat qualities of the Grenzers.89 B. Katalinich, who
agreed that the soldiers of the border regiments fought badly in the Austrian
army, insisted on linking this with their reluctance to die for the emperor.90
Modern Russian historians are inclined to accept the position of the Austrian
adventurer, rather than that of the Russian intelligence officer.91 But even the
text by B. Katalinich clearly indicates that the reasons for the degradation in
the Grenzers’ combat efficiency should not be reduced only to the decline in
their morale. The adventurer acknowledged that manoeuvres on the
Militargrenze did not include drilling their interaction with the regular army,
that these manoeuvres themselves lasted no longer than 75 days a year, that
for the rest of the time even the soldiers of combatant units were dismissed
to their homes, and, finally, that in wartime Grenzer battalions often had a
consolidated character, their officers not always knowing their subordinates.92
Undoubtedly, all this had not prevented border regiments from showing their
best in previous wars. But these times were in the past, never to return, and
now inadequately trained and insufficiently disciplined units had dubious
combat skills. And representatives of the Austrian generals doubted not only
the morale of the Grenzers, but also their ability to catch up with regular units
in “marching,” “disciplinary” and “combat” achievements.93
A similar situation existed in Cossack troops. Until the mid-1860s,
there was no provision for pre-marching training in them in principle, since
it was supposed that Cossacks would be trained in operating units.
Unfortunately, this led to sad results in practice. I. I. Krasnov, father of N. I.
Krasnov, the hero of the Crimean and Caucasian Wars, complained that such
“training” was virtually useless: it took at least two years to train a good
mounted soldier, and it was not until the third year of service that young
recruits became really useful, after which they were dismissed and went home
for a privileged leave. This privileged leave lasted two or three years in which
Cossacks lost many of the acquired skills, and after a second conscription he
had to learn anew.94 Therefore, it is hardly surprising that poorly trained
Cossack regiments lost so much of their combat efficiency that Russian
officers widely entertained an opinion as to the lack of “combat advantages
of non-regular light cavalry.”95

89 Tornau 1897, p. 431.
90 RSMHA, fund 428, opis 1, delo 108, leafs 38-77.
91 Freidzon 2001, p. 145.
92 RSMHA, fund 428, opis 1, delo 108, leafs 38-77.
93 Ibid., fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leaf 41r.-v.
94 Krasnov 1864, p. 229.
95 Karasev 1896, p. 589.
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In this context, ideas calling for the replacement of numerous but
poorly trained masses of non-regulars to quantitatively smaller but much
more organised regular parts sounded more and more distinctively. F. F.
Tornau reported to Saint Petersburg that Militargrenze opponents believe
that it would be possible to deploy 18,000 soldiers of line regiments, who
would have a “decisive advantage over the Frontier police” of 72,793
Grenzers.96 In Russia, N. A. Maslakovets argued that the Orenburg army,
which consisted of 12 cavalry regiments, 3 horse batteries and 6 foot
battalions, could successfully be replaced by a detachment of regular troops
comprising a four-regiment cavalry division, an artillery brigade and two
separate battalions.97
But at this time, the governments of Russia and Austria faced another
much more dangerous problem, even though it was less obvious to the
Cossacks and Grenzers themselves. The once loyal Cossack troops and the
faithful Militargrenze could no longer be relied upon. It is meaningful that it
was precisely in this decade that B. Katalinich arrived in Saint Petersburg not
with a proposal to organise the resettlement of his fellow Grenzers to the
Russian Empire, a traditional initiative of Yugoslav pro-Russian leaders. (The
most well-known attempt to put this idea into practice was undertaken in the
eighteenth century by Elizaveta Petrovna,98 but in the mid-nineteenth
century, the Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs also allocated land for
Yugoslav colonists, which was registered in the fund of M. F. Raevsky.99) The
expectations of the Austrian adventurer extended much further: as we wrote
above, he planned to incite the Militargrenze to rebellion and saw himself
among the key figures of this uprising. Even F. F. Tornau, who was more
cautious and sympathetic to the House of Habsburg, wrote about the
Grenzers that “the weapons that the Austrian government gave into their
hands can at this very minute be turned against it.”100 However, a little later
the Russian agent in Vienna clarified that discontent in the border regiments
“has been of the most passive character” so far, but this passive murmur
“conceals a definite future danger.”101 The oldest and largest Cossack troop
on the Don lived through a hardly better situation. D. A. Milyutin personally
expressed fears that the government would have to send regular regiments in

96 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leafs 42-43v.
97 MDRNL, fund 748, delo 3, leaf 1.
98 Kirpichonok 2007, p. 23-35.
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100 RSMHA, fund 330, opis 10, delo 290, leaf 44v.
101 Ibid., leaf 45.
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order to suppress the impending indignation of Don Cossacks.102 The
opponents of the government enjoyed total support in stanitsas.103
An attempt to analyse the reasons for such discontent of Grenzers and
Cossacks would make an individual study, and a detailed analysis of them
would require at least a paper. We will only point out that both people who
lived in the Don Host Oblast and those who lived on the Militargrenze
believed that they were being deceived. They served their empires for many
years, shed their blood in numerous wars, but did their governments reward
them for these feats? Cossacks and Grenzers believed that they had simply
been used for government purposes in recent decades and were often
deceived, while their traditional privileges were violated. We should again give
the floor to their contemporary, Kh. I. Popov, who with undisguised anger
wrote about efforts to engage “Cossack” deputies in taking part in
government commissions and committees so that the decisions of these
bodies might subsequently be made according to the will of Don Cossacks.
In indignation, the Don author noted that such committees were “really made
up of Cossacks, but the appointments were chosen by the administrative
authorities, they do not have the right to vote and are obliged to act as
instructed by their chairman.”104 Proposals put forward by these committees
during their sessions were allowed to be voiced by private individuals;
however, in practice, there was no use in it. Government officials usually “did
not pay attention to private comments,” considering them “inefficient.”105
And in the end, Kh. I. Popov delivered an angry philippic addressed to the
Ministry of War: “They should not insult people [italics added by authors] so
imprudently in many ways, telling them to their faces that it participates in
public affairs through its committee bodies, while in fact there are no
committees.”106 But, unfortunately, mistakes had already been made, with the
first of them having been committed half a century earlier:
The Don has not yet forgotten that after the first committee of the twenties
its chairman, Chernyshev, subsequently pinned the blame for all
shortcomings and incongruities in the committee’s work to mute committee
members from the natives (before he drove away those of them whose
opinion did not please him).107
By the 1860s, the Cossacks had learned their lesson, and no longer trusted
the Ministry of War: “Time and kind people well taught Cossacks to identify 10234567
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their friends and enemies —no matter what they pretend to be, no matter
what phrases they hide behind.”108
The reasons of the Militargrenze for some kind of opposition between
the people and power were even more definite. Already F. F. Tornau had said
that Vienna could not count on the undivided loyalty of border regiments
after “they were so disappointed in their expectations following 1848.”109 He
meant the fact, generally known in the Militargrenze historiography,
according to which after they took part in quelling revolutions in Italy and
Hungary, the Grenzers expected improvements in their situation. “The Great
National Assembly,” the congress of Croatian public figures in 1848,
proclaimed Josip Jelacic, a Grenzer colonel, loyal to the House of Habsburg,
the Ban (administrator) of Croatia, but at the same time demanded the
integration of the Militargrenze to civil Croatia and an expansion of the use
of the Croatian language. The imperial authorities took certain steps to meet
the demands of the discontented Grenzers and even for the first time allowed
delegates from border regiments to take part in the Croatian Sabor. In these
circumstances, the Grenzers supported Vienna and mounted a large army
against Hungarian rebels, despite the fact that many battalions of border
regiments were already engaged in combat in Italy. However, after the
revolutions were put down, the demands of The Great National Assembly
were never fulfilled, and the Militargrenze remained a special territory that
did not belong to civil Croatia.110 However, grievances against the Austrian
monarchy were not limited to these failures. B. Katalinich attached greater
importance to the fact that “the germanisation of the Militargrenze was
carried out by the Austrian government with special care, and it turned its
primary attention to this evidently unattainable goal.”111 This opinion was
shared by F. F. Tornau as well who wrote in 1864 that the Austrian policy
adopted in recent years had “provoked the open resistance of Slavic
provinces which see in it the loss of their ancient rights and the destruction
of their national independence for the benefit of the German element,” and
that in the case of a new insurrection in Hungary, the border regiments might
stand with the insurgents, rather than with the government.112
Why, then, did the government take and return nothing, generally
retaining the old order contrary, both regarding Cossack troops and on the
Militargrenze, to the will of the local population? As for the Russian case, we
can give an exact answer to this question. In February 1836, when it became
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clear that Don Cossacks were reacting very negatively to the Regulations on
the Don Host,113which was handed down from above, Nicholas I had a series
of meetings with the new ataman who was to leave for the Don, M. G.
Vlasov. The emperor did not try to conceal his thoughts, and the adjutant of
the ataman, A. P. Chebotarev, preserved them for future generations.
I love Cossacks, but I would not want to them to stop being Cossacks: it is necessary
that no reform should reach the Don either in rights, in customs, or in the service itself
[italics added by authors]. Let Cossacks remain the glorious Cossacks of the
Patriotic War of 1812.114
The emperor believed that the “glorious Cossacks” were his devoted servants
who did not have the right to their own opinion: The monarch’s rage was
caused by a weak resemblance even to the opposition on the Don, which was
embodied in the fact that many generals and nobles avoided being personally
present at the promulgation of the Regulations on the Don Host. And now
Nicholas I required that the new ataman should “take them [the Cossacks]
into his hands, lead them with an iron hand,” and especially emphasised that
the general should fight against enlightenment: “You already have a lot of
scientists and scholars, you do not want to have any more, but you should
strive for more old goodness and old simplicity.”115
We do not know what Franz Joseph thought of the Grenzers, but in
1864 F. F. Tornau reported to Saint Petersburg that the decisive argument
against the immediate reform of the Militargrenze was the fear of “disturbing
the institution that serves as a sure stronghold against her [Hungary’s]
aspirations to withdraw from the Empire and annex the surrounding people
of Slavic origin.”116 Even if in the 1860s some of the Austrian generals
considered border regiments a helpful institution, is it necessary to speak of
the previous decade? Following 1848, the world military press really
appreciated the Grenzers,117 and they formed a considerable portion of the
Austrian army (1/8, according to calculations by F. F. Tornau),118 and at the
same time they were maintained at the expense of internal funds of the
Militargrenze.119Was it worth transforming such a seemingly efficient military
institution, “raised with great care over one and a half centuries”?120
We approach the idea that we perceive to be particularly important for
our paper. By the 1860s, both the Cossacks and Grenzers turned out to be
113 The fundamental document regulating all aspects of life of the Don Cossackdom.
114 Volvenko 2015, p. 109.
115 Ibid., p. 108-109.
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held hostage to past successes, elements of the archaic past in a changed
world. It was not their fault. Both the Russian and Austrian governments,
impressed by the past achievements of Grenzer and Cossack regiments,
missed the ideal point in time for their reorganisation, as they vainly hoped
that the institution of non-regular troops, very effective in the Napoleonic
epoch, would remain the same in future. Senior officials were exceptionally
cautious even with regards to local individual transformations on the
Militargrenze and in the Don Host Oblast, although the inhabitants of these
territories faced many hardships in addition to those mentioned above. For
example, incompetence and a preference for written law over local traditions
were widespread among officials on the D on,121 while corruption was
flourishing in Grenzer regiments.122 Don Cossacks complained that the
number of schools was inadequate, and the opening of new ones was
hampered by the lengthy approvals required and other red tape,123 and more
numerous schools on the Militargrenze suffered from poverty and a lack of
qualified teachers.124 But the imperial authorities, who looked at the Cossacks
and Grenzers first and foremost as military forces which were superb without
any reforms, did not rush to deal with their problems, which gave birth to a
growing distrust among the local population of the central administration.
And by the end of 1850, these problems reached such a scale that it was
impossible to ignore them any longer. N. I. Krasnov proved a decade later
that the territories of military settlers were completely excluded from normal
economic development, and this was unacceptable for European states of the
second half of the nineteenth century. And this was not the only fatal problem
of the non-regular troops. We demonstrated in our paper that the traditional
training of Cossacks and Grenzers had already became unequal to that of
regular armies, and units consisting of border regiments were untrustworthy
because of the growing discontent with government policies.
And the 1860s became a time of efforts to handle the apparently
looming crisis of Russian and Austrian non-regulars. We will not analyse each
reform project proposed at this time, because these proposals were very
numerous and were often intended to solve individual problems of the
Militargrenze and Russian Cossack troops rather that systemic issues. Instead,
we once again turn to the reports of F. F. Tornau to Saint Petersburg, which
conditionally divided participants in debates on the future of border
regiments into two groups. One side, according to the Russian military agent,
was represented by the “advocates of the existing system,” who believed it to
121 Novitsky 1991, p. 52-55.
122 RSMHA, fund 428, opis 1, delo 108, leafs 38-77.
123 Karasev 1896, p. 580-581.
124 Berezin 1879, p. 344-345.
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be a crucial fact that, with all its shortcomings, the Militargrenze made it
possible to military contingent from a population of 1 million which in other
parts of the empire would be gathered from 4 to 5 million inhabitants.125
Accordingly, although the need for a major reform of the Militargrenze was
recognised by everyone,126 this group of the Austrian generals thought that it
was necessary to reform the border regiments, preserving their best qualities.
The other side included “people dissatisfied with the organisation of the
Militargrenze.” They argued that the non-regular organisation of the
Grenzers had in principle become obsolete, and that they should be
transferred to a civilian status.127
Our first acquaintance with the report by F. F. Tornau had already
surprised us by how much the ideas of the Austrian supporters and
opponents of preserving the border regiments resembled the ideas of Russian
Kazakomans and Progressists.128 The ideologist of the former of the two
“parties,” A. M. Dondukov-Korsakov, acknowledged the need to “change
some moth-eaten regulations” in Cossack troops, and even drew up his
programme to reform Don Cossacks, but at the same time he underscored in
every way how “premature, if not dangerous, all changes by the government
to the basic principles of the [Don] Host” w ere.129As for the main Progressist
idea, it, strangely enough, was most precisely formulated by their ideological
opponent, Ataman of the Ural Host, A. D. Stolypin: “If the circumstances
that gave birth to Cossacks have ceased to exist, Cossacks are to tumble
down, and what is to tumble down should not be supported by artificial
means.”130
With all the diversity of specific projects, both in Russia and Austria,
only two main solutions for the emerging crisis were proposed. Russian
Kazakomans and Austrian “advocates of the existing system” believed that it
was necessary to upgrade Cossack troops and the Militargrenze and integrate
them into the system of modern states and modern armies, preserving, if
possible, traditional institutions. Austrian “people discontented with the
organisation of the Militargrenze” and Russian Progressists, on the contrary,
believed that the Cossacks and Grenzers should be merged with the rest of
the population of their empires, and that reforms slowing down this process
only prolonged the agony of the obsolete military settlements. The future
showed that the Progressist were right in this dispute.
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The fact is that, beginning in the 1870s, the paths of Russian Cossacks
and the Austrian Militargrenze, very similar in the previous two decades,
increasingly diverged. We wrote above that in the end the Austrian (more
precisely, already Austro-Hungarian) authorities made up their mind to
initiate the demilitarisation of the Militargrenze, and in 1871 actually launched
this process. The Russian Ministry of War, on the contrary, over time
abandoned its most radical ideas, and tried to combine the economic and
military modernisation of Cossack troops.131 However, the outcome of these
attempts was not in the least satisfactory. Orenburg Ataman, N. A.
Maslakovets, complained in 1889 that the weakening control of the military
authorities over the civil life of the Cossacks failed not only to enrich
stanitsas, but led to their ruin:
It turned out to be disastrous to extend the regulatory framework of the
Empire’s rural areas management to Cossack troops. Instead of the old order
of managing the affairs of the stanitsa economy under the control of the
military administration, they received the right to public self-government. [...]
Cossacks, who exercised the right to transfer land plots for cultivation to third
parties, and having handed over those plots for rather long periods and often
for low rent, found themselves to have no land and no money.132
On the other hand, the tasks of the military administration, which lost its
leverage over stanitsas, became much more complicated:
All requirements imposed by them [the military authorities] on Cossacks can
eventually be properly complied with provided there is the assistance and
direct involvement of the uezd police, that is, the bodies of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs.133
N. A. Maslakovets had an opinion (which was, however, somewhat too
pessimistic, in our opinion) that the modernisation proposed by the
government made Cossack troops incapable in military and economic
aspects: the reforms “almost brought to the verge of collapse the entire
structure o f their [Cossack troops] previous progression in the spirit of
devotion of the Cossack population,”134 and at the same time it took the
already bad economic situation to the point where “the population was
literally starving, livestock was killed for the want of fodder!”135
And gradually the Russian Ministry of W ar rejected attempts to
accelerate the economic development o f Cossack regions from above and
channelled its efforts into ensuring the maximum combat efficiency o f the13245
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units mounted by their territories, not by introducing deep changes, but by
increasing the interference of the military authorities in peaceful life.136 In
fact, this was a return to the policy that led the Cossacks and Grenzers to the
precarious state of the 1860s, but the Russian government failed to realise
this. As once Nicholas I and Franz Joseph had, Alexander III and Nicholas
II tried to retain the glorious non-regular armies of the past epoch, by making
do with the absolute minimum of required reforms and addressing only the
most obvious issues. And we would like to finish the main part of our paper
with an extensive excerpt from a private letter of A. A. Chigrintsev to N. A.
Maslakovets, where the Novocherkassk prosecutor made good use of the
example of the Don Cossacks to illustrate how hopeless was the very idea of
reforming non-regular troops without changing the general system of their
service.
The Don Oblast continues to be a military camp that does not fight in a war,
but is always prepared for it; every year thousands of strong, healthy workers
are torn from peaceful labour, which alone ensures their well-being, and every
year, to buy accoutrements for them, Cossacks incur heavy expenses. In the
interests of a war, the authorities are trying to maintain a special spirit in
Cossacks, so that they do not lose their combat qualities, and the Cossack
continues to primarily view himself as a warrior, not as a farmer or artisan.
[...] If the armed peace brings entire states almost to bankruptcy, how hard
it is for the Don Oblast! Perhaps I am mistaken, although no one has proved
this to me so far, but I firmly believe that as long as the Don Oblast remains
a military camp, we can speak about serious improvements to its material well
being, but we cannot achieve them. To do this, it is necessary to change the living
conditions and to re-educate the entire Cossack population [italics added by authors].137

Conclusions
We understand that our paper does not contain a comprehensive analysis of
the similarity that was evidently visible between the Militargrenze and
Cossack troops in the 1860s. Many interesting and important subjects were
placed entirely beyond the scope of our research, for example, a comparison
of particular draft reforms proposed by Austrian and Russian officers to
tackle similar issues. However, the review provided was sufficient to
understand that “detailed comparison” of Cossacks and Grenzers actually, as
A. Kappeler suggests, enables us to look at the history of border communities
and non-regular troops from a different perspective and discover patterns
that previously have not attracted scientific attention. Moreover, as often
happens, the Austrian historian had predecessors of whose existence he was
not even aware —a century and a half before him the leading Don statistician 1367
136 Peretyatko 2014, p. 230-231.
137 MDRNL, fund 1055, delo 24, leaf 2r.-v.
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of his time, N. I. Krasnov, endeavoured to carry out such a “detailed
comparison,” although in the end his work was buried in the depths of
Russian military archives.
However, historians, who set themselves a goal to compare the
development of Austrian Grenzers and Russian Cossacks, very quickly
encounter the risk of mixing up myths and reality and of coming to believe
in false historiographical constructs created by inadequately informed
authors. The main text of our paper reviewed such constructs, characteristic
of Russian texts on the Militargrenze. The unreliable nature of some of them
is obvious. For example, it is enough to have a general look at the history of
border regiments to refute the opinion of A. P. Skorik and R. G. Tikidzhyan
that it was impossible for people who lived in the areas to “carry on a peaceful
economy.” However, refuting other statements requires further investigation
in the Russian archives as only this step helped us to confirm that A. A.
Volvenko gives erroneous interpretations of some texts by F. F. Tornau and
N. I. Krasnov, assuming that the experience of the Austrian reforms on the
Militargrenze had been used in Russia to transform Cossack troops in the
1860s. But Russian texts on Cossacks contain an even greater number of
myths and false historiographical constructs. For example, conservative
minded authors of the late nineteenth century were eager in every possible
w ay to downplay the scale of discontent with government reforms in Cossack
troops in the 1860s, and represent these reforms as the logical development
of the government’s policy in the previous decades.138 Therefore, as we wrote
above, the author who ventures to seriously explore the similarities and
differences between the Cossacks and Grenzers will have to have a good
command of the history of both, and analyse primary sources in addition to
the works of later authors; otherwise their work will be devoted to comparing
one actually existing military class with a mythologised image of the other.
And it is the situation of the 1860s, when both Cossack troops and the
Militargrenze were very far from the textbook image of loyal defenders of the
emperor and faith, which is often drawn by some historians. Military
successes of past years played a fatal role. The governments of the Russian
and Austrian Empires adopted an extremely cautious approach to reforms
for non-regular troops, and Nicholas I even openly said to one of the Don
Atamans that he wanted to retain the Cossacks as the “glorious Cossacks of
the Patriotic W ar of 1812.” But the world around rapidly moved forward, and
N. I. Krasnov had showed as early as the 1860s that excluding the territories
of non-regular troops from the normal economic development was not
balanced by contingents mounted by them. And this was only one of many
problems faced by the Cossacks and Grenzers. Their military training systems
138 Nomikosov 1884, p. 48-49.
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became increasingly obsolete compared to those of the regular armies, and
once excellent units already had a questionable combat value in the opinion
of many officers. Finally, the government’s reluctance to handle the problems
that the Cossack and Militargrenze areas were beset with caused discontent
among the local populations, which reached a dangerous scope in the 1860s.
Similar problems gave rise to similar solutions —both in Russia and in
Austria, two “parties” fought each other by offering totally opposite scenarios
for the further development of non-regular troops. On the one hand, there
were advocates who promoted the modernisation of the existing order and
its integration into the modern army and state system, and on the other hand,
they were opposed by people who urged the transfer of the Grenzers and
Cossacks into a civilian status and the complete elimination of these archaic
and semi-feudal institutions. And, although the empires chose different ways
out of the situation (the Russian Ministry of W ar preferred to upgrade the
Cossack class, while the Austrian Ministry opted to disband the
Militargrenze), this similarity suggests that the crises of the Cossacks and
Grenzers of the 1860s had not only local and situational reasons, but also
universal root causes, generated by processes characterising non-regular
troops at the time. The most important and most general processes were
identified by N. I. Krasnov, while others, which are specific to conservative
Eastern European monarchies in the post-Napoleonic era, were determined
by us. However, we believe that we only slightly tapped into a promising area
of research, a “detailed comparison of the Cossacks” and Grenzers, which
over time, according to A. Kappeler’s prediction, will “further explain the
phenomenon of the border communities in general and in particular the
history of the Cossacks.”
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Volkerkunde
und
Berliner
Gesellschaft
fur
Anthropologie Ethnologie und Urgeschichte. Berlin.
- Zeitschrift fur historische Waffen- und Kostumkunde.
Dresdner Verein fur Waffenkunde. Berlin.
- Zeitschrift fur Tierzuchtung und Zuchtungsbiologie:
Organ der Reichsarbeitsgemeinschaft Tierzucht im
Forschungsdienst (continua: Zeitschrift fur Zuchtung.
Reihe B, Tierzuchtung und Zuchtungsbiologie). Berlin,
Hamburg.
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